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Severity Rating: HIGH

Software Affected

●        Wordpress versions 5.4 and prior

Overview

Multiple vulnerabilities have been reported in WordPress Content
Management
System which could be exploited by an attacker to bypass security
restrictions, conduct cross site scripting attacks, obtain sensitive
information, or execute arbitrary code on the targeted system.

Description

1.  Wordpress Improper access control

The vulnerability exists due to improper access restrictions to certain
private posts. A remote non-authenticated attacker can bypass implemented
security restrictions and read private posts.

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability may allow a remote attacker
to gain unauthorized access to the targeted system.

2. Wordpress Cross-site scripting vulnerability

The vulnerability exists due to insufficient sanitization of user-supplied
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data in search blocks,file-uploads,customizer and wp-object-cache. A remote
authenticated attacker can trick the victim to follow a specially crafted
link and execute arbitrary code in the user's browser in the context of
vulnerable website.

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability may allow a remote attacker
to steal potentially sensitive information, change the appearance of the
web page, perform phishing and drive-by-download attacks and perform
cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks.

3. Wordpress Stored Cross-site scripting vulnerability

The vulnerability exists due to insufficient sanitization of user-supplied
data in the WordPress customizer. A remote attacker can trick the victim to
follow a specially crafted link and execute arbitrary script code in user's
browser in the context of vulnerable website.

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability may allow a remote attacker
to steal potentially sensitive information, change the appearance of the
web page, perform phishing and drive-by-download attacks and perform
cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks.

4. Improper Validation of Passwords reset tokens

The vulnerability exists due to password reset tokens not correctly
validated. A remote attacker can exploit such an implementation to take
over another user's Wordpress account.



Successful exploitation of the vulnerability may allow an attacker to
compromise user accounts and gain full access to the affected website.

Solution

Apply appropriate fixes as issued by vendor in the following link:

https://wordpress.org/news/2020/04/wordpress-5-4-1/

Vendor Information

Wordpress

https://wordpress.org/news/2020/04/wordpress-5-4-1/
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Thanks and Regards,

CERT-In

"  Be clean! Be healthy! "
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